ERRATA

Stefan Johansson: On the Validity of Reading Assessments: Relationships Between Teacher Judgements, External Tests and Pupil Self-assessments


P.57. Figure 5. In the box 'Backing 2, 3, 4’ it should be ’Backing 2, 3, 4, 5’

P.66. Figure 8. SESb and SESw should switch position.

P.67. Row 11, 35. ‘mediating’ should be ‘confounding’

P.78. Row 3. ’studerats’ should be ’studerat’

P.82. Figur 1. .25 and .65 should switch position.

P. 84. Row 18. ’variansen i’ – should be ’variansen.’

P.84. Row 35. ’de’ should be ’det’

P.91. Lissitz, R. W., & Samuelsten, K. should be Lissitz, R. W., & Samuelsen, K.